
 
Specifications

Mobile Flat-Panel Floor Stand - 60" - 100" TVs
and Monitors, Heavy-Duty

MODEL NUMBER: DMCS60100XX

Mobile TV stand supports mounting of a large flat-panel television, monitor or interactive
display/whiteboard.

Features
Bring the Presentation to Your Audience
The DMCS60100XX combines a height-adjustable TV stand with the convenience of a rolling cart. Mount
a flat-panel television, monitor or interactive whiteboard on this rolling TV cart and bring it to your
audience in a classroom, lecture hall, office, conference room or other location where audio/video
resources are shared. The DMCS60100XX accommodates most flat-panel displays from 60 to 100
inches, including Promethean whiteboards. It has an aluminum frame and supports up to 220 lb.

Effectively Share Audio/Video Resources
An alternative to purchasing multiple displays, the DMCS60100XX allows a large screen and its
peripherals to be shared within a facility and stored in a secure area. This heavy-duty TV stand has four
sturdy swivel casters that move smoothly through doorways and over thresholds. The casters lock to keep
the stand in position while at rest. Each column has a handle to help you guide the cart’s movement.

Easily Mount Your 60" to 100" Display and Adjust the Viewing Angle
The columns telescope in 2-inch increments, so you can adjust the height of the display mounting bracket
from 47 to 65 inches above the floor. For hassle-free display compatibility, this rolling TV stand for flat-
screen TVs supports the following VESA mounting hole patterns: 200 x 200, 300 x 300, 400 x 200, 400 x
400, 600 x 400, 800 x 400, 800 x 600 and 1000 x 600. The display angle can be adjusted from +5° to -10°
for optimal viewing.

Conveniently Place Peripherals and Manage Cables
The upper shelf holds a webcam or small projector. The lower shelf holds a laptop or an audio/video
component, such as a Blu-ray player. Add a clamp-on surge protector to the lower shelf to provide power
protection for devices. The height of both shelves is adjustable. Cable management openings in the
columns allow you to route power and connection cords, reducing clutter for a clean, professional look.

5-Year Warranty
The DMCS60100XX is backed by a 5-year limited warranty, ensuring reliability and performance.

Highlights

Holds most flat-panel displays

from 60 to 100 in. and up to 220

lb.

●

Accommodates interactive

whiteboards, including

Promethean models

●

Display height adjusts from 47

to 65 in. for best viewing

●

Locking swivel casters easily roll

over carpet

●

Shelves hold a webcam and a

Blu-ray player or laptop

●

Applications

View video in a multipurpose

area where a permanent

installation is not practical

●

Move a display and webcam

into a meeting room for web

conferencing

●

Create a temporary digital

signage display in an auditorium

●

Roll an interactive whiteboard

between classrooms

●

Easily move a flat-panel

television for storage in a secure

area

●

Package Includes

All DMCS60100XX components

(assembly required)

●

Assembly fasteners●

Display mounting fasteners●

Hex key●

Wrench●

Owner’s manual●
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OVERVIEW

UPC Code 037332224620

PHYSICAL

Shipping Dimensions (hwd / in.) 47.500 x 25.800 x 9.800

Shipping Dimensions (hwd / cm) 120.65 x 65.53 x 24.89

Shipping Weight (lbs.) 63.0000

Shipping Weight (kg) 28.58

Unit Dimensions (hwd / in.) 46.02 x 44 x 27.6

Unit Weight (lbs.) 61

Unit Weight (kg) 27.67

Material of Construction aluminum/steel

Color Black;  Silver

Screen Size Compatibility (in.) 60 x 70

VESA Pattern (mm) 1000x600; 200x200; 300x300; 400x200; 400x400; 600x400; 800x400; 800x600

Maximum Weight Capacity (lbs.) 110

Maximum Weight Capacity (kg) 50

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

Tools Necessary Yes

Cord Management No

WARRANTY

Product Warranty Period
(Worldwide) 5-year limited warranty
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